Molecular modeling of blood-brain barrier nutrient transporters: in silico basis for evaluation of potential drug delivery to the central nervous system.
For drugs that act in the brain, the blood-brain barrier (BBB) is a considerable physical barrier which influences the distribution of drugs to the brain. The BBB is essentially impermeable for hydrophilic and/or charged compounds. Nutrient membrane transporters have an important physiological role in the transport of essential substances across the BBB required for normal brain function. We and others have shown that these transporters may have utility as drug delivery vectors, thereby increasing brain distribution of these compounds via these systems. In this review, we evaluate molecular (in silico) models of BBB transport proteins. Few BBB membrane transporters have been crystallized, but their crystal structures have a possibility for use in homology modeling. Other techniques commonly used are 2D quantitative structure-activity relationships (QSAR), as well as 3D-QSAR techniques including comparative molecular field analysis (CoMFA) and comparative similarity index analysis (CoMSIA). Each of these models provides valuable information for ascertaining their potential basis for BBB transport and brain drug delivery.